
















From: Bob Cashman
To: Matthew Bassi; Jonathan Nettler
Subject: Envision Wildomar 2040
Date: Monday, January 29, 2024 2:21:33 PM

You don't often get email from cashman@linkline.com. Learn why this is important

The safety element should be part of the plan reviewed by the citizens.  Its not just the  scope of the responsibility of the city of Wildomar
that matters when displaying hazards. On maps include adjacent areas. 

1. The legend on the SE 42 map does not include the various colors on the map. Also, Map SE 42  needs to include fire
information about adjacent county and city of Lake Elsinore land. Has CAL fire evaluated these?

2. Map SE 66  (evacuation constraints) needs to include the adjacent city of Lake Elsinore and Riverside county where some of the
evacuation takes place.    Evacuation is not addressed in these areas. 

3. Map SE 43  Wildlife zoning areas need to be included for these maps to make sense.

4. Policy S-51 Locate new public facilities outside ..does this include the electric company? I am thinking of the explosive and fire
potential of battery storage. Would Policy S-79  apply?

5. Map SE 16 is not complete off of Corydon Road. Additional faults are known.

6. Map SE 18 could include a policy statement limiting housing construction in liquifaction zones

7.  Map SE 30. Does the dam failure at Lake Elsinore pose a threat? If so there should be a policy statement. The size of the lake is being
artificially maintained.

8. The crime assesment map needs to have an image of the extent of Wildomar on it. As printed the map is not useable. Different
agencies handle crime in Murrieta and Wildomar.
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